
Using CASA: reference material

1 How to begin
This describes the basics to get going in CASA, also see the presentation aa_IntroToCASA_DARA.pdf.
CASA is run in a terminal (or xterm). Make sure that you have enough disk space (data ’reduction’ is
a misnomer, usually data expands during calibration and imaging!) and that you can display additional
windows like the casalogger. Please do not start CASA inside the CASA installation! Commands in magenta
are to enter in the terminal; blue are for inside CASA.
EXAMPLE locations, you will be given the correct ones.
How to start CASA:
casapath = [/home/amsr/CASA/casa-release-5.7.2-4.el7/bin/casa]
Where to find the data:
datapath = [/home/amsr/scratch/Africa/DARA2021/]
Where you see [ ], put in the real path and remove the [ ]. You will be told what directory to make to work
in, this is just an example. The last command is to start CASA which should show this in the terminal and
produce a logger as in Fig. 1.

$ cd [datapath]
$ mkdir amsr_eMERLIN
$ cd amsr_eMERLIN
$ [casapath]

Figure 1: Starting CASA. Use tabs at the top of the logger to make the font bigger/smaller etc.
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Copy the test data. testdata.tgz contains a small measurement set (MS, visibility data set), a test script
and an image. These is an example, not the data you will use later. You can run any linux shell command
in CASA by putting ! in front. The final dot in the first line means copy to the directory you are working
in (pwd). The second line extracts the data from a compressed format and the third shows you that an MS
is just a set of directories (see Fig. 2).

!cp [datapath]/testdata.tgz .
!tar -zxvf testdata.tgz
!ls 1331+305spw1.ms

As shown in IntroToCASA, you can look at the inputs to a task:
default('listobs')
inp('listobs')

Figure 2: Running a linux command with ! and a CASA command directly.
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2 Checking tasks and plotting the ms MS
Enter the listobs parameters in the CASA terminal to get a file listing - in this case all you need to change
is the file name. Then enter the task name to run the task and the output will appear in the logger (see
Fig. 3):

vis='1331+305spw1.ms'
listobs()

Figure 3: Displaying visibility dataset listing in the logger.
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Figure 4: Starting the plotms window.

You can plot what is in the MS using task plotms. This shows a different way to run a CASA task,
designed for scripting. Don’t worry for now what the parameters mean, this is to check that it is working.
You should see the plotms window as in Fig. 4. If not check the terminal and logger e.g. is the file not found?
plotms(vis='1331+305spw1.ms', field='1331+305', xaxis='uvdist', yaxis='amp', avgchannel='128')
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3 Running a script and plotting a calibration table
You can run a python script with CASA commands like this. The first step is just to show you what is
in this small file, usually you’d use a text editor in a separate window. This shows that calibration table
’1331_precal.p1’ should be written, which you should see when you use ls:

!more testcal.py
execfile('testcal.py')
!ls

See Fig. 5 and check the logger and terminal for any error messages.

Figure 5: Running a script.
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To plot the table and check that plotcal is working:
plotcal(caltable='1331_precal.p1',xaxis='time',yaxis='phase',

antenna='1,2,3,4,5',subplot=511,iteration='antenna')

Fig. 6 shows what you should see and illustrates one of the ways to fiddle with the plot. plotms and
the viewer (see below) also have many ways to adjust the plots. NB always close the plotcal window after
examining a plot, as otherwise it can lock the table and prevent its future use/replacement.

Figure 6: Plotting a calibration table and zooming in.
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4 Viewing images
If you list your directory you will see an image. Look at it like this:

!ls
viewer('1848+283_phasecal.clean.image')

Figure 7: Using the viewer.

If you have time, explore some of the other controls such as zoom, regions... and check out what you can
do with the top-row tabs, e.g. you could load the same image but as contours.

For information:
There are many operations which you can carry out in the viewer, such as measuring and plotting a histogram
of the noise, making spectra from cubes etc. There are also tasks (names starting im...) to do these
operations.
There is another tool, CARTA, which is being developed as an improvement on the viewer. This is good for
displays but, so far, more limited for interactive work, so we are not using it here.

5 Problems?
If any of the windows failed to appear or you could not make commands work, please consult the tutors.
Please include as much detail as possible of what you were doing (e.g. the commands used, a directory
listing) and any messages in the logger and terminal.
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